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Since it was founded in 1995, Amazon has grown from an on-line bookstore to a company that has a
wide variety of businesses and opportunities all around the globe.
Amazon has grown to a multi-faceted corporation that encompasses the more known fulfillment centers
that ensures stock and shipping of packages but also Amazon Web Service (AWS), Amazon Fresh, Amazon
Whole Foods, Amazon Simple Storage Services, Amazon Delivery Stations, Amazon Air, Fashion Design
Houses and Art Galleries just to name a few.
As stated before Amazon has businesses and opportunities not only locally but all around the world.
These opportunities are far and wide. Starting with jobs on the Tier 1 associate entry level and go all the
way to upper management positions.
The need for Operations and Logistic specialists in any faucet of the Amazon world is great. Every one of
the different Amazon businesses have multiple operations and logistic teams that help the site run
smoothly as well as ensures that everything needed to successfully complete all obligations of the day
are in place and working.
There are many opportunities locally in and around the Wilmington, Dayton and Cincinnati areas that
Amazon offers. Whether a graduating senior or an incoming freshman, Amazon would love to have you
on their team.

AJ Bush Staffing Coordinator Amazon
After working in Public Service for 29 years, I started my career with Amazon at Amazon Web Services
(AWS). I then promoted to a position within Amazon Air. I am now assigned in Ops-HR with the Workforce
Staffing (WFS) Unit. Our unit oversee the Tier 1 and Tier 2 staffing needs within 7 different cities encompassing 5 different business lines for a variety of Amazon sites. My home office is currently housed at the Wilmington Air Park at the Amazon Air KILN Air site.

Zach Hoffman Staffing Administrator Amazon
Hello! I have currently worked at Amazon for almost two years. I started as an air gateway associate at the
Wilmington Air Hub when it opened and then I moved over to recruitment after 3 months. Our unit oversees the hiring for 7 different cities and 5 different business lines for Amazon. I currently am enrolled at the
University of Cincinnati studying to be a paralegal. In my spare time I love hanging out with my wife and
my 3 dogs and watching Bearcat and Bengal football!
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